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Why is accelerated learning important now?

 New technology is evolving at 
accelerating speed:

 Technology complexity increased over 
a million-fold in last 50 years 

 Big Data, AI, IIoT, and cloud computing 
continue to deliver exponentially more 
power and complexity

 Human beings have not evolved in 
over 100,000 years

 Human thinking is slow to adapt; so 
organizations do not realize value 
quickly.

 Traditional training approaches are not 
fast enough to address the velocity of 
change



Accelerated learning
 The historic research on expertise holds that it takes years and many repetitions for an individual to gain the 

skills, knowledge, and decision-making capability necessary to be deemed an expert by others in the field.  

Recent research suggests that this requirement can be speeded up. 

 Researchers now asking: how rapid is rapid?  Can expertise that took years now be accomplished in weeks or 

days?  Second, what are the implications for expertise in broad cognitive capabilities?  These are key 

questions because the world is moving faster.  

 The history of research interest in speeding up the mastery of expertise is long and there is much 

disagreement about the process and the path.  On the other hand, most agree that traditional methods of 

training do not work. The goal in getting to expertise is transforming how people think rather than simply 

getting them to have more content. 



For business,  ACSI exploresThe power of 
immersive iterative rehearsal

Rehearsal method taps into the adaptive 

unconscious processes

The adaptive unconscious learns 200,000 faster 

than conscious processes

Historically,  8-16 hours of experience can 

accelerate expertise by years



FutureView software suite elements
Event Generator

Creates an unfolding future that is 

patterned and unique each time.  It’s 

role is to create the events needed 

by the world  to the make the 

immersive context feel “real” or 

“true”. 

Core Simulator 
Networks/connects all the intelligent agents affected 

by “flows”,  so that all “flows”  are connected to each 

other,  making all events having the long range ripple 

effects that make our world unique.   

Scenario Assembler
Used to create Declarations or 

scenarios,  which are the rules 

for how objects are impacted by 

the actions of users (as avatars),  

time, and other events. 

External software
Such as Enterprise systems (ERP, MES, 

CMMS) can be linked to the world in the 

same way they are linked to factories, mines, 

offices or other workplaces.  The in world 

objects themselves have sensor capability 

by including them in the Core simulator 

network as tracked objects.

API for connecting 

External software to 

objects in-world

Dynamic Strategic 

Economic Modeler
Applies the theory of 

constraints to the value 

proposition of a company in 

the context of the market and 

creates a model of 

“goodness” for the Core 

Simulator to use to calculate 

the value of decisions when 

the platform is used for 

business or organizational 

rehearsals.   This is not 

connected to the world, but 

is run prior.  The model is 

then accepted and used by 

the Event Generator. 

FutureView™ World - Client

Behavioral Tracking
All behavior by people in the world and the 

objects in the core simulator are tracked and time 

stamped and stored for immediate or later 

analysis.  These data are the basis for financial, 

behavior or performance dashboards and metrics 

at all levels.  They can be used, for example, to 

determine the financial value of a change in 

behavior to the organization.

User Hud with 
feedback



Screenshots of  some 

complex applications
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Questions?


